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TASTINGS I By Dorothy J. Gaiter and John Brecher

A Graceful Old Friend From Alsace
Easy and inexpensive, Alsatian Pinot Blanc is the columnists’ ‘secret emergency wine’

W

at a little
restaurant with an
anemic wine list and
we had to search for
our secret, emergency
wine. Whewl Sure enough, there it
was. We ordered it, we relaxed and
the dinner was saved. As we talked
about tWI later, we realized we
should probably let everyone in on
this secret. So here it is:
When you are at a restaurant with
a limited list or at a store without
much of a selection, look for Pinot
Blanc from Alsace. You’ll be surprised
how often it shows up. We’re not re
ally sure why, since Alsatian Pinot
Blanc is hardly one of the world’s
most popular wines, but we see it
more than we’d expect and, to us, it’s
like finding an old friend.
We’re partial to Alsatian wines in
general, though we have raised some
alarms over the past few years about
a rising level of sweetness in Pinot
Oils and Gewurztraminer. We have a
special soft spot for Pinot Blanc be
cause, to us, it just seems so very
relaxed and easy—and inexpensive to
boot. While there are many different
producers, a handful of big players
are widely distributed. Trimbach has
been a standby for us for decades, for
instance, while our all-time favorite is
Schlumberger.
Under the rules of Alsace, a wine
called Pinot Blanc can actually be
made from any blend of Pinot Blanc
and a grape called Auzerrois, which is
Pinot Blanc’s traditional blending
partner in Alsace. As a result, some
wines labeled Pinot Blanc are 100%
varietal Pinot Blanc, while Schlum
berger, for instance, is 30% Pinot
Blanc and 70% Auxerrois.
Despite our long, happy relation
ship with Alsatian Pinot Blanc, we
realized we had never conducted a
broad, blind tasting of every one we
could find. Pinot Blanc, as a
grape—and it’s grown all over the
world, with various names—can be
fairly bland. Are the Alsatians really
as reliable as we think? We picked up
every one we could find on store
shelves and tasted them blind to find
out. Some of the wines cost less than
$10 and some cost more than $30,
with the average about $17.
We took one sip of the very first
wine of the tasting and smiled. “It’s
like falling off a log, isn’t it?” Dottie
said, The wine had such ease and
grace that it seemed effortlessly
pleasing. All of the tastes were bal
anced and no element of the wine was
crying out for attention. But it also
had significant character—white pep
per, melon and outstanding acidity. It
turned out to be our old favorite,
Schlumberger “Les Princes Abbés”
2006, which is a world-class bargain
for about $15 and our best of tasting.
The importer, Maisons Marques &
Domaines of Oakland, Calif., says the
winery made about 6,000 cases, of
which 1,400 cases were imported into
the U.S. and distributed to 26 states.
We are happy to say that the entire
tasting was a joy. While some labels
were fairly obscure, such as Huber &
Bléger and Jean Ginglinger, the old
standbys did well, too.
We always say there are no guar
antees in wine, but we completed our
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per from 1992 to 2000. Dottie was
news editor in charge of urban affairs:
We have been married for 30 years
and have two daughters in college.
We began writing “Tastings” in 1998
and became full-time wine writers in
2000. We are the authors of four
books on wine. We are proud to re
port that Dottie presented the com
mencement address last weekend at
her alma mater, the University of
Missouri School of Journalism. Our
assistant, Melanie Grayçe West, helps
us in many ways and also writes the
“Wine Events” column that appears
on Friday.
In our column, we use wine as a
device to write about the things we
consider truly important—romance,
love, family, happiness and friendship.
We approach wine the same way we
did for a quarter-century before we
ever wrote about it: as passionate
consumers. We do not accept free
wine, free meals or free trips and only
attend events that are open to the
public, for which we buy tickets like
everyone else. We do not meet pri
vately with winemakers when they
visit New York. We buy our wines
from retail shelves, both in person
and online, from stores all over the
country. The Wall Street Journal pays.
retail prices for the wine. We taste
wines blind unless we specifically
note otherwise.
Because we shop so widely and
have been shopping widely now for
more than 35 years, we can assure
you that every wine shop is different.
Two stores across the street from
each other could have utterly differ
ent inventories. That’s why, in our
tastings, we look for general trends so
we can offer general advice. For in
stance, having tasted hundreds of
American Merlots over the years, we
can tell you that they are less of a
risk today than they were a few years
ago; that Alsatian Pinot Blanc is very
little risk at all; and that inexpensive
Australian Shiraz continues to be a
big risk. In other words, what we’re
trying to do is very simple yet very
broad: Give you an idea what section
of the wine store is likely to offer
good value, at any price, and which is
not.
The index that we often include
with the column is designed to give
you a sense of what these wines taste
like, at their best, and approximately
what they cost If you look for any
specific label in any specific store,
you will drive yourself crazy. In any
event, just because we like a wine
doesn’t mean you will. Trust your
own tastes. And find a good wine
merchant whom you trust. That is a
key step in any wine journey.
If you haven’t already checked out
WSJ.com/Tastings, please do. There,
you will find our column, pictures of
wine labels and our videos, in which
we talk about the wines we’re tasting.
In addition, we’re delighted to an
nounce the new Wine How-To Guide,
which includes all sorts of advice
from our columns over the past U
years. You can find that at
guides.wsj.comfwine.
Our email address is
wine@wsjsom. We are unable to re
spond to all of the mall we receive,
but we do our best.
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The Dow Jones Alsatian Pinot Blanc Index
In a broad blind tasting of Pinot Blanc from Alsace, these were our favorites. These are food wines. Because they
are full-bodied and peppery, they go well with a wide variety of food, including spicy dishes. Schlumberger is OUf alltime favorite white with Indian food. Few stores will have more than one or two Alsatian Pinot Blancs, but it’s always
amazing to us how many have at least one. We’d buy these young—not that they can’t age well if handled properly,
but sometimes they’ve been gathering dust on shelves for too long because they generally don’t sell like hotcakes.
That’s what also makes them quite affordable.
Domalnes Schiumberger ‘In
Princes Abbes’ 2006. $14.95.
Very Good/DeliciousBefl of
tasting. This is so very easy—per
fectly balanced fruit and acidity
with some weight, but not too
much. Melons and spices and a
delivery as smooth as a cool
stream.
Pierre Span Reserve 2007.
$10.25. Good/Very Good.Best
value. Nicely focused and interest
Ing, with white pepper, lemon,
grapefruit and presence. A lot of
wine for the money. We did not
like the 2006 as much.

Huber & Bleqei- 2007. $14.99. Very
Good. Ripe, rich and sophisticated, with
white peaches and what John called ‘a
martini-like focus and claritsC
Albert Mann 2007. $15.98. Good/very
Good. Lip-smacking, grapefruit-orangetangerine tastes. Clean, fresh and refresh
ing. with some mouthfeel, especially in
the finish.
lean Glnglinger ‘Cuvee George’ 2007.
$14.99. Good/Very Good. A weIghty,
peppery white—so very Alsatian that we
immediately planned to cook pork chops
with sauerkraut, our old favorite with
Alsatian whites.

NOTE: W~nes are rated ~ a scale that rariges Yecit OK Good very Good Dricious and
Spa,,, but this pace a~rpeas to be more representauve, Paces vary wideip.

tasting convinced that there are few
wines on shelves or restaurant lists as
reliably pleasant and filled with per
sonality as Alsatian Pinot Blanc.
By the way, some U.S. wineries
make good Pinot Blanc, too, and not
just in California. Lieb Cellars on New
York’s Long Island makes a good one,
for instance. Our longtime U.S. favor
ite is Chalone, which we collected for
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years and still enjoy. We recently had
a bottle of the 2005 ($16.99) and it
was simply terrific—very, very ripe,
with explosive fruit, nice edges,
plenty of oak and great balancing
acidity. “This is just heaven,” Dottie
said. It was so good, in fact, that it
sent us to our old notebooks, where
we found comments on the 1974,
drunk in 1987, and darned if it didn’t

Gustave Lorentz 2007. $16.99.
Good/Very Good. Pleasant and
peachy, with a little bit of sharp
ness that gives it character. Lovely
fruit
Thnibacb 2006. $1299. Good/
Very Good. The old standby. It
tastes authentic to us. with re
straint and some gravitas, like the
wine knows what it wants to be
and you need to take it as it is.
Ripe lemons and grapefruit but
understated. This really Is your
father’s white wine, and we mean
that in a good way.

— at stores In Cabtonn~a and New Yont
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sound almost exactly like the wine
we’d just er~oyed. Talk about an old
friend.
ALL ABOUT TASTiNGS
It’s time for our semiannual re
minder of who we are and what this
column is all about. Both of us are
longtime hard-news journalists. John
was page-one editor of this newspa
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